BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: ALLOY (AY)

137.8mm

72.4mm

FRONT

BACK

Made in China

CE

FCC

UL
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: CLIP (CL)

137.8mm

72.4mm

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: CLASSIC (CS)

137.8mm

72.4mm

FRONT

BACK

Made in China
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: ELLIPSE (EL)

137.8mm

72.4mm

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: EXECUTIVE (EX)

137.8mm

72.4mm

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: GYRO (GY)
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: INK (IK)

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: KINETIC (KN)

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: KEY (KS)

FRONT

BACK

137.8mm

72.4mm

Made in China
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE
MODEL: LIGHT (LT)

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: POD (PO)

137.8mm

72.4mm

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE
MODEL: POP (PS)

FRONT

BACK

137.8mm

72.4mm
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: ROTATOR (RT)
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: TWISTER (TW)

137.8mm

72.4mm

FRONT

BACK

Made in China

CE

FCC

TC
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: ACTIVE (AT)

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: FLEX (FX)

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: LYNX (LY)

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: AXIS (AX)
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: SLIDE (SE)

FRONT

BACK
BLISTER PACK (BL) ARTWORK TEMPLATE

MODEL: ORBIT (OR)

FRONT

BACK